
The Modern Solution to Metered Aerosol

™

Keeping your world smelling fresh.



Metered aerosol has been around forever, 
and it shows. They are clunky, messy and bad 
for the environment. Metered aerosols only 
provide an ‘ideal’ experience about 20% of 
the time. If a user walks in right after it sprays, 
it’s overwhelmingly strong. If they walk in  
5 minutes after it sprays, it can’t be detected. 
There is  a very small window when it’s just 
right, so why pay  for a product that only works 
part of the time? 

our fresh 2.0  dispensers and refills have been 
strategically designed to provide premium 
performance. That  means users have a great 
experience every time because of its  
consistent dry fragrance release.

Premium Performance
• People’s perception of how strong or weak a  
   fragrance is, determines their experience

•  our fresh 2.0  is consistently in the ‘ideal’ range

•  Metered only hits the ‘ideal’ range about 20% of  
    the time

Tired of putting up with 
the wet sticky residue 
of metered aerosols?  
Then put up      2.0. 
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THE SMART SOLUTION 
Why our fresh 2.0?
our fresh 2.0 has been carefully engineered 
to deliver the perfect amount of fragrance 
each day for 30 days without that 3-4 week 
drop off. There are audio and visual  
indicators that activate when it’s time to 
replace the battery and refill, so you don’t 
have to remember. ourfresh is also efficient, it 
only works when the lights are on so there’s 
no wasted fragrance and the refills are 
eco-friendly. Better air care results in better  
experiences for you, your employees and 
your customers. Fresh Products believes in 
making products that perform, are simple to 
use and make life easier.

THE GREEN SOLUTION 
Eco-Friendly Refills
our fresh 2.0 refills are a dry fragrance so its 
light  weight and stays in the air to fill the 
room. They  are 100% recyclable and  
contain a biodegradable additive. Metered  
aerosol fragrance starts strong and  
dissipates quickly. They contain propellants 
and acetone that leaves residue, damages 
floors and are extremely flammable.

The 30-day air freshener
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our fresh 2.0  should be mounted 
about 6 feet from the floor in the 
center of the space so there’s no 
ladder required to install or refill 
the dispenser. 6 feet is more at 
head level where fragrance is best 
detected and not at the door.  
Metered is always placed near 
the door so people can smell it 
when they enter and leave, but 
what about while they are in the 
room?  Isn’t that typically where 
fragrance is needed most?

THE EASY SOLUTION 
To Install & Refill



Great for Medium Spaces
Restrooms • Conference Rooms • Lobbies • Hallways

Light Sensitive - fan runs at regular program setting when 
there is light (natural or artificial) and runs at half program 
when dark

Requires one C Alkaline Battery (included with each refill)   

Removing the battery starts the program over at day one

GREEN light blinks every 15 seconds when program 
is running

RED light blinks on day 30 or if the battery is low 

Tech Specs   

 

                     

Kiwi Grapefruit                        

Summer Sunshine

Spiced Apple         

Cotton Blossom         

Mango

Spa Minerals

Seaside Breeze

Island Sunrise

Cucumber Melon

Coconut Vanilla

Product Code Fragrance Inner Master 
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OFB-F-008I048M-09

OFB-F-008I048M-25

OFB-F-008I048M-01

OFB-F-008I048M-06

OFB-F-008I048M-04

OFB-F-008I048M-88

OFB-F-008I048M-54

OFB-F-008I048M-07

OFB-F-008I048M-02

OFB-F-008I048M-72
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Keeping your world smelling fresh.


